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Robert Luff and Co are delighted to offer to market this sublime two bedroom apartment on the sweeping
westerly curve of an historic crescent. 

White stucco fronted Adelaide Crescent is in Brunswick Town Conservation area of Hove. It's Neo-Renaissance
design displays intricate detailing of decorative black ironwork balconies and portico entrance ways from it's
mid 19th century build. With wide open views over ornamental gardens this impeccable styled home sits in
an enviable peaceful enclave juxtaposed between the seafront and the bustle of the town.

EPC exempt: Grade II*

£650,000

Adelaide Crescent, Hove

• Exquisite Regency Second

Floor Apartment

• Grade II* Listed

• Refurbished Throughout • Farrow and Ball

• Huge Lounge • Sea Views

• West Facing Roof Terrace • Lift

• Share of Freehold

Asking Price

Leasehold
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Accommodation

Inside
A contemporary palette of muted neutral tones including
plush wallpaper sitting seductively with period detail. The
sumptuous front living room has high ceiling cornicing, roll
top radiators and marble fire surround while stylish
parquet flooring completes the classic look. Overlooking
the central gardens this amply sized room is a very
special place to relax in.

There are two bedrooms with comfortably sized master to
the rear and a smaller double to the front. A gallery style
bespoke kitchen has the clean lines of fitted french-grey
shaker style units with enough space for a breakfast bar
and seating. Following the beautiful styling throughout the
apartment the bathroom has a shower above the bath.

Outside
There is an unexpected terrace accessed from the
kitchen to provide a private west facing outdoor space
with rooftop views.

Local Area
Hove's wide promenade is a minutes stroll away bringing
plenty of coastal walking and seafront cafe opportunities.
in the other direction along Western and Church Roads
there is a preponderance of vibrant independent shops
and restaurants with a Waitrose store too. Equidistant
between Brighton and Hove railway stations the capital is
within easy reach of this perfectly located property.

Tenure
Leasehold



Floorplan
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The information provided about this property does not constitute or form any part of an offer or contract, nor may it be regarded as
representations. All interested parties must verify accuracy and your solicitor must verify tenure/lease information, fixtures and fittings and, where
the property has been extended/converted, planning/building regulation consents. All dimensions are approximate and quoted for guidance
only as are floor plans which are not to scale and their accuracy cannot be confirmed. References to appliances and/or services does not imply
that they are necessarily in working order or fit for the purpose.


